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Program of the course:
1.

Why do we need to calculate pressure profiles in an accelerator
in the first place?
-

2.

Beam lifetime, emittance blow-up, beam-losses, radiation damage, personal
safety issues, etc…

How can it be done?
The old way…

Analytical methods: Diffusion equation, parabolic profiles, etc…

The modern way, using computers

Analytical methods: symbolic solution of differential equations
Numerical methods: Finite-Element Method, Montecarlo, commercial
codes, etc…

3.
4.
5.

It’s all about the conductance… and the gas load!
Conclusions
References
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1.

Why do we need to calculate pressure profiles in an accelerator
in the first place?

•

Fact: Energetic particles, charged or neutral, interact with matter;

•

In particular, inside the vacuum system of an accelerator, they interact with the residual-gas, which may
be detrimental to the correct operation of the machine;

•

The degree of sensitivity to the level (total pressure) and quality (gas composition) of the vacuum is a
function of the accelerator type;

•

Few examples, to clarify. The vacuum level and quality of…:

•

… lepton colliders (e.g. B-factories) is strongly affected by the synchrotron radiation (SR)-induced
outgassing yield of the materials making the chamber and SR absorbers. Most of the outgassed gases
are H2 and light carbon-contaning species (CxHy, CO, CO2, plus water). Their interaction regions (IRs) are
very sensitive to the radiation background (damage to the electronics inside the detectors);

•

… high-energy hadron colliders (protons and ions) is strongly affected by the secondary electron
emission yield (SEY) of the the materials making the chamber (e-cloud effect). The outgassed species
can be heavy gases and/or sputtered materials which could lead to beamlosses (Æ severe damage of
vacuum chamber/leak, radiation damage), heating of cryogenic magnets and cavities (Æquenching), and so
on;

•

… SR light sources: same as lepton colliders, with the addition of the requirement that the
bremsstrahlung (BS) level inside the experimental hutches be low enough to let the users in during the
operation of the machine;

•

As a general rule: the lower the pressure (locally and globally), the better;

•

Clear mathematical relationship are known for the description of the interaction between charged beams
and residual gases: elastic and inelastic scattering, on leptons and hadrons (in most cases on e- and
nucleons), and other interactions;
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2. How can it be done? The old way…
Analytical methods:
Paper and pencil

P = Q / S

Estimate Q, determine the needed pressure P, get S, the
number of pumps to buy. Good starting point, but can’t we be a
little bit more specific?
More advanced calculations: back-of-the-envelope…

Not bad either, but can we design a
multi-million (billion) dollar/€
machine around this?
Your average boss will fire you if
you do that!!!
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2 How can it be done?
Analytic formulae:
•

Simplest case: a straight tube, with uniform cross-section and outgassing from one
end (be it thermal or other), pumped by one pump at the far end:
At the pump: P = QTOT/S

⎛ 1 L− x⎞
P( x) = QTOT ⎜ +
⎟
c ⎠
⎝S

{

L

PAVERAGE =

Q
L 1
1
P ( x)dx = QTOT ( + ) = TOT
∫
L0
S EFF
2c S

PMAX = QTOT ⋅ L/c

S EFF = (

L 1 −1
+ )
2c S
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2 How can it be done?
Analytic formulae:
•

Another simple case: assume that the vacuum chamber of your circular accelerator is a straight tube, with
uniform cross-section and outgassing (be it thermal or other), pumped by equally spaced lumped pumps (L=1m):

{

Q( x) = −c

dQ( x)
= Aq
dx

c

{

dP( x)
dx

d 2P
= − Aq
dx 2

dP
( x = L / 2) = 0
dx
P( x = 0) = AqL / S

P( x) =

AqL
AqL
(
Lx − x2 ) +
2c
S

{

1
1
L
+ ) = AqL(1 / S EFF )
P( x)dx = AqL(
∫
12c S
L0
L

PAVERAGE =

PMAX = AqL(

1
1
+ )
8c S

S EFF = (

1
L
+ ) −1
12c S
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2 How can it be done?
•

From “Design of the SNS accumulator ring vacuum systems”, H.C. Hseuh et al, Proc. PAC 1999, NY

Analytic formulae:
The following example shows an analytic estimate of the pressure profile for the SNS accumulator ring

which is valid because the cross-section
(i.e. the conductances) are very large
and the outgassing uniformly distributed
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2 How can it be done?
Analytic formulae: Diffusion model
•

The dynamic gas balance inside a vacuum chamber can be written as :
(n=gas density; s=distrib.pumping speed; c=spec.conductance)

d 2n
dn
V
= q − s⋅n + c 2
dx
dt

In quasi-equilibrium conditions:

{

dn
≈0
dt
d 2n
dn
dn
dn
or V
<< q or V
<< s ⋅ n or V
<< c 2
dt
dt
dt
dt
V

d 2n
c 2 − s⋅n+ q = 0
dx

2nd-order differential
equation with 2 solutions:

{

q 2
x + C1A z + C2 A
2c
s x
−
q
n( x) = − + C1Be c + C2Be
c
n( x) = −

for s = 0
s x
c

for s > 0

where the C1’s and C2’s are set by the boundary conditions
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2 How can it be done?
•

Analytic formulae: Diffusion model
In an accelerator, the chamber is often “a tube”, and can therefore be reasonably segmented into N
elements, with si=0 or si>0

Let the i-th element at xi-1 < x < xi, described by the equation above, with the C1i and C2i defined by

ni ( xi ) = ni +1 ( xi )
∂ni ( xi )

∂x =

∂ni +1 ( xi )

∂x

This is a system of 2N-2 equations with 2N-2 unknowns, which can be easily solved.
The pressure along the vacuum chamber is given by the analytical formula

{

ni ( x) = −

qi 2
x + C1i z + C2i
2ci

ni ( x) = −

qi
+ C1i e
ci

si

ci x

+ C2i e

for si = 0
−

si

ci x

for si > 0
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•

2 How can it be done?

Analytic formulae: Diffusion model

Example: calculation of the pressure profile for the arc section of Diamond (courtesy of O.B.Malyshev,

ASTeC, Daresbury, UK)

Average pressure:
without a beam:
<Pt> = 1⋅10-9 mbar
due to SR photons only:
<Pγ> =1⋅10-9 mbar
Sum (i.e with a beam):
<Pdin> = <Pt> + <Pγ >=
= 2⋅10-9 mbar
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2 How can it be done?
Analytic formulae: time-dependent analytic profile (*)
From “Time dependence of the pressure profile in a tube with axially-dependent
degassing”, F.T.Degasaperi et al., Proc. PAC-01, Chicago, 2001

•
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2 How can it be done?
Montecarlo (MC) method #1:
Under UHV conditions the following assumptions can be made:
• Each molecule is independent, i.e. it collides only
with the walls of the vacuum chamber
• The reflection of molecules from the chamber walls
is diffuse (Lambert’s Law)

1 dn cos θ
=
dω = sinθ dθ dϕ
N dω
π
θ = sin −1 β with β uniformly distributed in [0,1]

• The accomodation coefficient is equal to one, i.e. the
molecules are thermalized to the wall temperature.
The Maxwell distribution of molecular speeds is
valid
• The gas obeys the ideal-gas law: PV=RT
• The average velocity, most probable velocity, root
mean square velocity of the molecules, and the
inpingement rate are given by:

Z a = impingement
va =

average

n ⋅ va
4
8 ⋅ R ⋅T
speed =
π ⋅M
rate =

vmp = most probable speed =

2 ⋅ R ⋅T
M

vrms =

3⋅ R ⋅T
M

< v2 >

=
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2 How can it be done?
(*) “Molflow User´s Guide, R. Kersevan, Note ST/M-91/17, Sincrotrone Trieste

Montecarlo (MC) method #2:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Let’s assume, without loss of generality, that a vacuum system be modeled using polygonal planar facets;
Let XYZ be an arbitrary cartesian frame of reference;
Let X”Y”Z” be the frame of reference whose origin corresponds to the location of a molecule located on the
facet, with Z” perpendicular to the facet;
Let X’Y’Z’ a frame of reference parallel to X”Y”Z”, whose origin is the same as XYZ;
Let α and β be defined as such: β is the rotation about the Y axis which takes X onto X’; α is the rotation about
X (X’) which makes Y become Y’;
With such definitions, the following transformations can be written:

0
⎛ X "⎞ ⎛ 1
⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎜ Y " ⎟ = ⎜ 0 cos α
⎜ Z " ⎟ ⎜ 0 − sin α
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
⎛ X ⎞ ⎛ cos β
⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎜Y ⎟=⎜ 0
⎜ Z ⎟ ⎜ − sin β
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
•

0 ⎞⎛ X ' ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟
sin α ⎟⎜ Y ' ⎟
cos α ⎟⎠⎜⎝ Z ' ⎟⎠

0 sin β ⎞⎛ X "⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟
1
0 ⎟⎜ Y " ⎟
0 cos β ⎟⎠⎜⎝ Z " ⎟⎠

Upon desorption of the molecule from the source facet s,
let L be the generic length of the trajectory to the next
target facet t;

X " = L sin θ cos ϕ
Y " = L sin θ sin ϕ
Z " = L cos θ

•

L

Combining the two relations, one gets

X t = X s + Lt (sin θ cos ϕ cos β − sin θ sin ϕ sin α sin β − cos θ cos α sin β )
Yt = Ys + Lt (sin θ sin ϕ cos α − cos θ sin α )
Z t = Z s + Lt (sin θ cos ϕ sin β + sin θ sin ϕ sin α cos β + cos θ cos α cos β )

•

where the value for L, Lt, i.e. the length of the trajectory to the next facet encountered, is a function of the
geometric description of facet t, and it is not given here (see (*) and references therein)
13
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2 How can it be done?
Montecarlo (MC) method #3:

From Y. Suetsugu, JVST A14(1), 1996 p.245-250

• Averaging over a large number of molecular
traces yields estimates of the pressure,
inpingement rate, conductance, pumping
speed, etc…:
• Let N be the number of molecules entering, for
instance, a tube from one end;
• Let m be the number of molecules leaving the tube at
the other end:
w = m/N

is the transmission probability;

• The values for w follow a binomial distribution, which
has a standard deviation
• If ni is the number of molecular hits in the i-th
segment of the tube, and Pi the associated pressure,
then the normalized standard deviation for the
pressure Pi is:

σ n (%) =
i

σ =

w ⋅ (1 − w)
N

ni ⎞
1⎛
⎜ 1 − ⎟ ⋅ 100
ni ⎝
N⎠
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2 How can it be done?

From T.Xu, JM. Laurent, O. Groebner CERN-LEPVA/86-02

Montecarlo (MC) method #4: how to convert
from molecular hits to pressures
• If ni is the number of collisions on one segment of
the vacuum chamber (A cm2), and Q is the outgassing
(in mbar·l/s), then Q/kT is the number of
molecules/s. If N is the number of molecules traced,
then, the mean number of collisions/cm2 in that
segment is

Zi =

ni

AN

• The estimate of the impingement rate is

Zi =

ni Q
ANkT

• At equilibrium, the relation between the pressure Pi
(on segment i) and the corresponding inpingement
rate Zi is

Pi =

4 kTZ i

Pavg =

4Qni
=
va v AN
a

4Q
va AN

∑n

i
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Montecarlo (MC) method #5:

2 How can it be done?

From Y. Suetsugu, JVST A14(1), 1996 p.245-250

• Time-dependent case: acoustic delay line at Tristan
synchrotron

• The length of all trajectories is translated into
time intervals by means of the average molecular
speed
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Montecarlo (MC) method #6:

2 How can it be done?

Optimization of the pumping/trapping efficiency of a pump-out box in order to minimize the pollution of the
SC RF cavity of CESR (Cornell Electron-Positron Storage Ring): (*)
A small excerpt from the paper abstract:

(*) “Condensation\adsorption and evacuation of residual gases in the SRF system for the CESR luminosity upgrade”,
R.L.Geng et al., Proc. PAC-99, p983, 1999
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2 How can it be done?

Using Matlab, an implementation of the Montecarlo method
Example: multi-cavity (50) RF accelerator pressure profile (*)
• A series of Matlab programs are written

• The first one does the meshing

• while the others generate molecules according
to the cosine law, find the impact with the next
element in the model, and then iterates until
the first “pump” is found
• The result is compared to a conductance calculation
based on adding the reciprocal of the conductances
of each of the 50 cells...

(*) “RF accelerator pressure profile”, G.B.Bowden, Linear Collider Collaboration tech note LCC-078, Stanford, 2002
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2 How can it be done?
Example: comparison of Matlab implementation of MC and full MC for multi-cavity (50) RF
accelerator pressure profile (*)

(*) “RF accelerator pressure profile”, G.B.Bowden, Linear Collider Collaboration tech note LCC-078, Stanford, 2002
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2 How can it be done?
Transfer-Matrix method:
Program: VAKTRAK

d 2P
c 2 − sP = − q
dx

outgassing yield (mbar·l/s), we get a solution of the type

P( x) = C1eαx + C2e −αx +

q
s

where s is the linear pumping speed (l/s/m), c the

specific conductance (l·m/s), and q the specific

with

From “Vacuum Tracking”, V. Ziemann, SLAC-PUB-5962 (1992)

• Starting from the equation

α = sc

• By analogy with machine lattice programs (e.g.TRANSPORT),
where the particle beam is tracked through the magnetic
lattice, the transfer matrix for the pressure through the
“vacuum lattice” is given by:

sinh(αL)
q cosh(αL) − 1 ⎞
⎛
−
⎜ cosh(αL)
⎟
c
α
α2
⎛ P( L ) ⎞ ⎜
⎟⎛⎜ P0 ⎞⎟
⎜
⎟ ⎜
q sinh(αL) ⎟ dP0
−
⎜ dP dx ( L) ⎟ = ⎜ α sinh(αL) cosh(αL)
dx ⎟
⎟⎜⎜
c
α
⎜
⎟ ⎜
1
⎟⎝ 1 ⎟⎠
0
0
1
⎝
⎠
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
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2 How can it be done?
Transfer-Matrix method:
Program: VAKTRAK
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From: J. Kurdal, Proc. IUVSTA NEG-coating Workshop, Catania, Apr 2006

• Another example using VAKTRAK: analysis of the SIS18 machine at GSI, Darmstadt;
• Multi-component analysis of partial pressure evolution

21

Transfer-Matrix method:
Program: VACCALC(*)
• Starting from the equation as before we get a solution of
the type
d 2P
c 2 − sP = −q
dx

{ … discretization… } Æ

• A technique based on the finite differences is used to solve
the differential equation

dP
d
(c ) − sP + q = 0
dx dx
(c − ci )Pi +1 + (ci − ci −1 )Pi −1 −
d
dP
(ci
) = i +1
dx
dx
2Δx2
(c − ci −1 + 2ci )Pi
− i +1
2Δx2

with boundary conditions given by
Qi = −ci

Pi +1 − Pi −1
2Δx

• which becomes in matrix form

• and can be solved to obtain the pressures Pi
From: “”Residual gas pressure profile in the
recycler ring”, M. Gounder et al, Proc. PAC 2003
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(*) “A method for calculating pressure profiles in vacuum pipes”, M.K. Sullivan, SLAC, 1993

2 How can it be done?

Another implementation of discretization and matrix description:
Program: VASCO(*)
• The 1D-diffusion equation for steady state conditions, where the surface coverage is assumed to vary with a time
constant much longer than the gas density
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(*) “VASCO (VAcuum Stability Code): multi-gas code to calculate gas density profile in a UHV system”, A. Rossi, CERN,
unpublished,

2 How can it be done?

Another implementation of discretization and matrix description:
Program: VASCO(*) #2
• It can be assumed that the ions accelerated to the wall can be implanted or have a long sojourn time.
• In this case the ionized molecule is lost from the particle balance, and the term

I
− σ gb ⋅ ng
e
should be added on the right side of the equation.
• The set of equations seen above can be expressed more concisely in matrix form:
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(*) VASCO (Vacuum Stability Code): multi-gas code to calculate gas density profile in a UHV
system”, A. Rossi, CERN, unpublished,

2 How can it be done?

Another implementation of discretization and matrix description:
Program: VASCO(*) #3

The thermal outgassing rate Q in (molecules/s/m2) (where qgas is in Torr.l/s/cm2) is

[

1.33 ⋅ 10 −5
Q=
qH2
kT

qCH 4

qCO qCO2

]
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(*) ‘VASCO (VAcuum Stability Code): multi-gas code to calculate gas density profile in a UHV
system”, A. Rossi, CERN, unpublished,

2 How can it be done?

Another implementation of discretization and matrix description:
Program: VASCO(*) #4
• The vacuum system under study is then discretized and all quantities and parameters of the N sections are defined

The geometry considered by VASCO is
always radially-symmetric (cylindrical),
in order to allow a one-dimensional
approximation (1D-diffusion equation)
• This algorithm has been checked against a MC calculation, for obtaining the pressure profile for ALBA
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(*) “Report on calculations of pressure profile for the ALBA synchrotron light source”, A. Rossi, CERN AT-VAC
Tech.Note, May 2006, unpublished,

2 How can it be done?

(*) “Calculation of pressure profiles in the CESR hardbend and IR regions”, Y. Li et al., Proc. Int’l Workshop on
Performance Improvement of e-e+ Colider Particle Factories”, Tsukuba, 1999

2 How can it be done?
Another one-dimensional algorithm: Application of the Continuity Principle of Gas Flow (CPoGF)#1:
The CPoGF algorithm is, basically, a reproduction of the balance equation for a 1D discretized system:
Qi

Ci
P i-1

Ci+1
Pi

P i+1

Si

based on the equation

ci (Pi −1 − Pi ) + ci +1 (Pi +1 − Pi ) + Qi = S i Pi

Different boundary conditions (BC) can be considered:
2) “Smooth”BC:
1) Periodic BC:
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2 How can it be done?
3)

Fixed-Pressure BC:

Implementation of the algorithm:
Smooth and fixed-pressure cases:

One can proceed solving for Pi in the i-th equation and
then substituting it into the (i+1)-th, and so forth for
all i’s. With this FORWARD SUBSTITUTION
technique the equations become
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(*) “Calculation of pressure profiles in the CESR hardbend and IR regions”, Y. Li et al., Proc. Int’l Workshop
on Performance Improvement of e-e+ Colider Particle Factories”, Tsukuba, 1999

Another one-dimensional algorithm: Application of the Continuity Principle of Gas Flow (CPoGF):#2

2 How can it be done?

Now the pressure profile can be easily calculated by
CHASING BACK, i.e. calculating Pn and then
substituting it into the (n-1)-th equation, to calculate
Pn-1, and so on till i=1

By solving for Pi (i=1, … n-1) as a function of Pi+1 and
Pn, the equations for the periodic BC case become

Implementation of the algorithm:
Periodic BC case:

The equations can be re-formatted to the form of
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(*) “Calculation of pressure profiles in the CESR hardbend and IR regions”, Y. Li et al., Proc. Int’l Workshop
on Performance Improvement of e-e+ Colider Particle Factories”, Tsukuba, 1999

Another one-dimensional algorithm: Application of the Continuity Principle of Gas Flow (CPoGF): #3

2 How can it be done?

Substituting
into
to eliminate P1, one obtains

This equation is exactly the same as

and therefore the pressure profile can be calculated
by solving the equation using the same method of
FORWARD SUBSTITUTION and CHASING BACK, as
described for the other two BC cases.

Example: the CESR ID region, +/- 35m from the
interaction point of the CLEO detector (*)
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(*) “Calculation of pressure profiles in the CESR hardbend and IR regions”, Y. Li et al., Proc. Int’l Workshop
on Performance Improvement of e-e+ Colider Particle Factories”, Tsukuba, 1999

Another one-dimensional algorithm: Application of the Continuity Principle of Gas Flow (CPoGF): #4

2 How can it be done?
Another application of the Continuity Principle of Gas Flow (CPoGF) using commercially available
software (MathCAD #1)
(*) Courtesy of P. Ladd, SNS, ORNL, Oak Ridge, USA, private communication

RF coupler pressure distribution, RFQ H+ accelerator, at the SNS: the aim was to predict
the pressure rise in front of the ceramic window, and avoid damaging it

Example of Flow balance at several
nodes: MathCAD script
C2a_3a⋅ ( P3a − P2a) − C3a_4a⋅ ( P4a − P3a) − Q3_4 = 0 × 10 W
0

C3a_4a⋅ ( P4a − P3a) − C4a_5a⋅ ( P5a − P4a) − Q4_5 = 0 × 10 W
0

C4a_5a⋅ ( P5a − P4a) − C5a_6a⋅ ( P6a − P5a) − Q5_6 = 0 × 10 W
0

C5a_6a⋅ ( P6a − P5a) − C6a_7a⋅ ( P7a − P6a) − Q6_7 + C6a_9⋅ ( P6a − P9) − Q6a_9 + C6a_11⋅ ( P6a − P11) − Q6a_11 = 0 × 10 W
0
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2 How can it be done?
Another application of the Continuity Principle of Gas Flow (CPoGF) using commercially available
software (MathCAD #2)

•RF Coupler Pressure
−6

Pressure distribution in RE Coupler

5

(*) Courtesy of P. Ladd, SNS, ORNL, Oak Ridge, USA, private communication

4.571 ×10 1 .10

Pressure in coupler - torr

P p_port_50
6
torr
1 .10
P coupler_0
torr
P coupler_50
torr
P coupler_150
torr
7
1 .10

4.971 ×10

−8

1 .10

8

0

2

4

0

6

8
L p_port

L coupler

10

,
in
in
Distance for tip of coupler - inches

12

14

16
15.558

Puping leg
No puping at side ports
50 l/s pump at both ports
150 l/s pump at both ports
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2 How can it be done?
Comparison with 3D Montecarlo simulation (Molflow), same geometry:
RF Coupler Pressure:

−6
4.571 ×10 1 .10

P

p_port_50

P

coupler_0

P

coupler_50

P

coupler_150

1 .10

torr
Pressure in coupler - torr

(*) Courtesy of P. Ladd, SNS, ORNL, Oak Ridge, USA, private communication

MathCAD

vs

Molflow

Pressure distribution in RE Coupler

5

6

torr

torr

torr

4.971 ×10

1 .10

7

−8
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8

0

2

4

0

6

8

10

L p_port L coupler
,
in
in
Distance for tip of coupler - inches
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16
15.558

Puping leg
No puping at side ports
50 l/s pump at both ports
150 l/s pump at both ports
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2 How can it be done?
• The angular coefficients method (ACM) or view-factor method (VF) is based on the mass flux balance(*);
• The total surface (in 3D space) is divided into n elementary surfaces;
• On the i-th surface, the following equation holds
(*) “O.B.Malyshev, personal comm.

n

ν inc = ∑ ϕi − > j ⋅ ν j
j =1

which leads to a system of algebraic equations
n

ν i = ν 0i + (1 − ε i )∑ ϕi − > j ⋅ ν j
j =1

where

ν i = ν 0i + (1 − ε i )ν inc, i

εi can be taken as the sticking probability
φi->j is the angular coefficient, and
n

ν ads = ε i ∑ ϕi − > j ⋅ ν j
j =1

is the adsorbed flux

EXAMPLE: comparison of a continuos model (see
next slide, 1D discretization) vs. ACM

From: “In-situ characterization of NEG pipe coatings: the transmission factor
method”, A. Bonucci, proc. IUVSTA workshop on NEG-coatings, Catania, Apr 2006

It is clear that the 1D analytic method overestimates
by orders of magnitude the ratio of the pressures at
the two ends of a circular tube, as soon as the sticking
coefficient of the side-wall exceeds ~5%
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(*) “Molecular flow in complex vacuum systems”, G.L.Saksaganskii, Gordon&Breach, NY 1988

Finite-Element Method (proprietary codes and commercial programs) #1:

2 How can it be done?
Finite-Element Method (proprietary codes and commercial programs) #2:

The angular coefficients method (ACM) or view-factor (VF) method is based on the mass flux balance(*);
CONTINUOS MODEL

vs

ANGULAR COEFFICIENT METHOD (ANSYS #1)

(*) “In-situ characterization of NEG pipe coatings: the transmission factor method”, A. Bonucci, proc. IUVSTA workshop on NEG-coatings, Catania, Apr 2006
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2 How can it be done?
Finite-Element Method (ANSYS #2):

•In the analogy, pressure P is equivalent to radiation
temperature T4; the gas flow φ to radiation heat-flow
q.
•The following transformations are done

{

P
R
⇐ σT 4
k 2πMT
φ⇐q
•The pressure is then given by:

1.621 ⋅ 10 −34 MT ⋅ T 4 P in Torr
•A pumps is simulated by transforming the pumping
speed S of a pump of effective area Ap to the
“emissivity” of the surface simulating the pump, as
follows:

S
Ap
Wafer deposition ion-implanter, Varian Semiconductor Equipment
Ass., Newburyport, MA, USA
(*) “Modeling photoresist outgassing pressure distribution using the
FEM method”, M.R. Lafontaine et al, ANSYS conference

R
⇐ εp
2πMT

•In the radiation model, the ambient radiation
“temperature” is absolute zero, and therefore the
previous assignment becomes

0.2749

R
⇐ ε p in cgs units
2πMT

where S is in l/s, Ap in cm2, εp dimensionless.
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(*) “Calculation of pressure distribution in vacuum systems using a commercial FEM program – J Howell et al., “Proc.
PAC 1991, p 2297

2 How can it be done?
Commercially available FEM programs can be used to analyse a vacuum system(*):
Example (ANSYS) #3:
Input data script:
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2 How can it be done?

(*) “Calculation of pressure distribution in vacuum systems using a
commercial FEM program – J Howell et al., “Proc. PAC 1991, p
2297

Comparison with 3D Montecarlo simulation (Molflow), same geometry:

ANSYS

vs

Molflow
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2 How can it be done?
Another example of pressure calculation using ANSYS (*)
4-way cross with uniform desorption and one pump:

Pressure field distribution

Sticking coefficient=0.5

(*) Courtesy of A. Bonucci, SAES Getters, Milan, personal communication, 2006
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3 It´s all about the conductance… and the gas load!
NUMERICAL METHODS:
• It is clear by now that all numerical calculational methods we have seen so far, except the
MC and the one based on the view-factor (VF) algorithm, need the preliminary calculation of
the conductance of all the elements;
• This conductance calculations have to rely either on MC and/or VF, or on analytical
calculations. The latter ones, as we have seen, are strictly correct only when round(ish) crosssections are concerned. In particular they fail very badly when complex 3D shapes are
concerned, which is often the case in accelerators;
• The conductance, in l/s, of a tube of length L and uniform cross-section is given by the well
known formula of Clausing, which corrected one incorrectly set by Knudsen (missed the
correction factor k):
L
2

4
A
C = k va ∫
dx
3 0 H

• Where A is the cross-sectional area in cm2, H the perimeter in cm, va the average gas velocity
in m/s
• For an arbitrary cross-section, the calculation of the correction factor k is, against what one
could think, quite a formidable task, which has been the subject of many papers throughout
the last 70+ years
• Considered how many of the algorithms that have been described so far work, it is easy to
understand that the under(over)estimate of the value of C may “propagate” through the array
of elements which make up the model
ANALYTICAL METHODS:
• As far as analytic calculations are concerned, again the same argument holds: the resolution of
the Clausing (integro-differential) equation for arbitrary 3D geometries cannot be tackled
easily, if at all. In general, it can be said that only when the accelerator´s chamber resembles
a long straight tube with circular cross section, the use of the analytic formula is fully
justified.

One example will be given now, which will make clear what all this means...
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3 It´s all about the conductance… and the gas load!
Example: MC calculation of the conductance of a 1m-long tube using the Knudsen
formula and the MC method;
• The cross-section is that of the APS extrusion, i.e. a chamber which has a slot on one side
for bringing the synchrotron radiation (SR) photons to the antechamber, where they are
absorbed on Cu (GlidCop) absorbers;
L

• The analytic Knudsen formula is:

C Knudsen

A2
4
= va ∫
dx
3 0 H

• The transmission probability, and the “transmission conductance CTr”, is calculated by
generating molecules at the entrance section and counting those reaching the other end. This
value is then multiplied by the surface entrance, in cm2, and the kinetic factor 11.77 l/s/cm2
(@20C):
C = 11.77 ⋅ A ⋅ P
Tr

Tr

• Calculated data for the side-wall desorption are fitted to a second-order polynomial, from
which the specific conductance is obtained via the equation:

P( x) =

(

)

Q
Q
Lx − x 2 +
2c
S

• As can be seen, there is not a univocal value of the specific conductance: it depends from
where, in the cross-section, it is calculated. The spread between the smallest value (Knudsen)
and the highest (transmission probability) is more than 26%. The spread between the chamber
and the ante-chamber values is almost 10%;
• As a general statement, it can be said that the correct determination of the value of the
conductances of all the elements used in the calculation is of paramount importance.
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3 It´s all about the conductance… and the gas load!
GAS LOADS #1:
• In order to calculate correctly the pressure profiles, it is clear that the determination of the
gas loads Q must be made correctly. Failing to do so could lead, for instance, to pumps being
placed in the wrong position;
• To this aim, at the ESRF, just to make an example, the whole machine has been carefully
studied and documented (“Blue Book”) in terms of points where the intense synchrotron
radiation generated by the 200 mA, 6 GeV beam is hitting the vacuum chamber and absorbers:
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3 It´s all about the conductance… and the gas load!
GAS LOADS #2:
• The ESRF Blue Book: the XY coordinates of the source point, the angles of emission and
absorption, the e- beam size at the source, the linear (Pl) and surface (Pa) power densities,
and the total power intercepted by each chamber/absorber, are shown:

It is important to choose the right outgassing profile!
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4 Conclusions #1
The following table shows a comparison of the different types of calculations we have seen so
far:
MODEL

PROs

Analytic

CONs

FAST, ANY SUPPORT (paper sheet to
supercomputer)

Usually 1D (cylindrical approx.); No molecular
beaming effects; If really accurate Æslow
(integro-diff eq.); May need pre-calculation of
conductances;

Accurate; multi-purpose. Fast;
Integrated environment:
mechanical/thermal/vacuum
calculations on same model; Gets
molecular beaming effects OK;

Can be expensive (license); Needs training; Time
consuming modeling;

Accurate; Fast; Gets molecular
beaming effects OK;

Slow; Reference program doesn´t exist yet;

Fast; Intuitive;

Practically limited to 1D problems; Needs precalculation of conductances;

Kirchhoff Law Equiv.

Fast; Pedagogically useful;

Prone to keep the user away from the real
vacuum issues;

Symbolic Processors

Elegant; Large choice of programs;

Can be expensive (license); Large choice of
programs;

FEM/View-Factor

Montecarlo

CPoGF
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4 Conclusions #2
• As we have seen, nowadays pressure distributions inside the vacuum chamber of particle
accelerators can be calculated in many different ways, using both commercially available
programs and “freeware” codes. Many of the latter are shared on the internet;
• Analytic calculations are leaving the place to advanced and sophisticated numerical simulations,
which take advantage of the never ending increase in computing power of today’s personal
computers;
• There is no general agreement on which the code of choice be: engineers will prefer FEM
calculations, while physicists will probably go for modifications of machine-lattice codes, or
Montecarlo simulations;
• Vastly different mathematical approaches may be behind each program: care must be put into
checking that the physics of the process be correctly described by the algorithm chosen;
• Ideally, more than one calculation should be carried out, and in case of large discrepancies a
careful determination of which solution is correct should be reached;
• New codes should always be carefully benchmarked against existing, published results and
analytic calculations of simple geometries (e.g. straight round tubes and Clausing’s result);
• Together with codes for the calculation of pressures, also codes which evaluate the correct
desorption profile should be used. A wrong estimate of the gas load (dynamic and static) will
lead to the wrong pressure profiles being obtained.

Tomorrow’s particle accelerators will need tomorrow’s vacuum calculation
codes: take your chance at developing the code everybody wants to use!
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